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STORYTELLING
. . .

Literary Storytelling
A third distinctive focus on storytelling reunites the written and the spoken word through the oral

interpretation, or reading aloud, of a text. Some “purists” reject this activity as lacking the flexibility,
spontaneity, and interactivity of nonliterary storytelling. But regardless of such preferences, the
established history and ongoing practice of reading aloud attests to the compelling power of hearing
literature read by the human voice.

Communal reading aloud—In some cultures, the practice of reading aloud as a group social
activity is well established, or was until relatively recently. In Zimbabwe, for example, family
members of all ages take part in reading aloud to each other. There, the country’s strong oral tradition
embraced and incorporated literacy, rather than being replaced by it.

In Japan, solitary silent reading was not the norm until the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Until then, fiction was commonly read aloud in the home. Villagers gathered to hear newspapers
read, and student groups listened to readings of political novels. It was only with the large-scale
Westernization of Japan during the Meiji Period (1868-1912) that solitary silent reading gained
prevalence.

The cigar factories of Cuba and Puerto Rico developed a very particular institution in the person
of the lector, or reader. To counter the monotony of their repetitive work, the laborers paid the lector
a portion of their earnings. In exchange, he sat on a platform at the front of the large factory room
and read from daily newspapers and classic novels while everyone else cut and rolled cigar leaves.
As a result, the cigar workers became an educated and intellectual group, even though some
remained illiterate.

Story hours—Children likely have made up part of the storyteller’s audience from earliest times.
But children’s particular need for learning and guidance distinguishes them as a separate audience in
their own right. Many parents read stories aloud to their own young children, of course. In the public
sphere, however—especially in western Europe and North America—many people experience this
sort of literary storytelling via children’s “story hours” in libraries and schools.

Around the end of the 19th century, stories written specifically for children began to appear in
steadily growing numbers. The first U.S. public library departments devoted to children’s literature
were also established. And in answer to the challenge of connecting children with these newly
collected riches, focused efforts began for training librarians, teachers, and others in the skills of
storytelling.

The Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh (Pa.) established the first weekly story hour for children. Its
lists and programs came to be widely used by schools and other libraries. In addition, two
professional European storytellers were notable for their roles in building the story-hour movement
in the United States. Marie L. Shedlock from England and Gudrun Thorne-Thomsen from Norway
practiced their art, gave demonstrations, and taught literature and storytelling to librarians, teachers,
and others who worked with children. Their efforts bore fruit especially in New York City, Boston,
Chicago, and Cleveland (Ohio).

Thanks to the influence of such storyteller-trainers, story hours and storytelling programs remain
important features of virtually all American public libraries. Reading aloud to children fosters their
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development in several unique and important ways. Besides its clear value as entertainment, reading
aloud to children can

 promote literacy by reinforcing the vital connection between the “code” of print on a page and
meaningful language as conveyed by the human voice;

 stimulate the imagination, helping develop the “mind’s eye” that allows one to visualize what
cannot immediately be seen or experienced;

 improve listening skills, comprehension, vocabulary, and attention span; and
 cultivate social growth and understanding, especially the ability to empathize.
Audiobooks—Societal and technological changes in the late 20th and early 21st centuries began

to affect the written word’s blanket dominance over the spoken word as the medium for telling
stories. The means of this shift was the audiobook.

Beginning in the 1930s, sound recordings of books and magazines being read aloud were
produced in quantity in the United States for people who were visually impaired, then for physically
challenged individuals, and later for children with learning disabilities. Occasionally, readings by
leading poets and writers were recorded and sold to the public. Among these, Caedmon Records’s
productions have become classic, beginning with their 1952 release of Dylan Thomas.

Not until the mid to late 1970s did audiobooks start to gain the attention of some of the general
public as entertainment and as an alternative reading and learning format. With the development of
audiocassette tapes, CDs, and other digital formats such as Internet downloads, audiobooks’
popularity skyrocketed. In the early 21st century, the combined influence of dwindling leisure time
for reading and the surge in digital technology brought storytelling back into the mainstream of
American culture. Other industrial societies rapidly followed suit.

Contrary to some popular notions, listening to recordings of books does not displace reading
print publications. In fact, as a rule, the most avid audiobook listeners are also avid readers of print
books. Furthermore, audiobooks have been found useful as tools for acquiring literacy and for
encouraging a greater interest in reading among “reluctant readers,” particularly when used in
conjunction with their print versions.

Audiobook publishers place a premium on skilled vocal interpretation (pacing, mental picture
painting, characterization) and on a reader-narrator’s storytelling ability—some of the same qualities
required of in-person storytellers. In addition, audiobook narrators must have considerable physical
and vocal stamina: finished unabridged (i.e., uncut) recorded novels average about 12 hours long and
usually take at least twice that long to record.

. . .

WHY DO WE TELL STORIES?

A story is told of a disciple and his Master. The diligent disciple would go to the
great teacher day after day, month after month and would sit at his feet basking in the
Master’s instruction. The Master would always teach his disciple through stories. One
day the disciple asked, “Master, why do you labor to teach me through stories; would
it not be faster to teach me directly?” The teacher answered, “Bring me some water.”
Now the disciple knew his teacher to be a very formal and disciplined man. He had
never asked for water at this time of the day. Nevertheless, he went immediately to
fetch it. Taking a clean brass water pot from the ashram kitchen, the disciple went to
the well, filled the pot with water and returned. He offered it to his teacher who then
spoke: “Why have you brought me a pot when I asked only for water?”

— from The Call of Story
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People tell stories for many reasons, both cultural and personal. The parable above illustrates
several attributes valued in virtually all stories.

 Stories give shape to meaning. Like the water pot the disciple brought his Master, stories are
“containers.” But instead of water, they carry concepts, wisdom, and knowledge—abstractions
that can be made concrete and specific when conveyed through a story. Good stories are vivid,
and they make their point more dramatically and with greater depth than do statements,
definitions, and facts.

 Stories promote understanding. Because they appeal both to reason and to the emotions, stories
help listeners simultaneously understand the facts and internalize the feelings a storyteller
wants to communicate. A teller who shapes bare facts and vague or complex ideas into an
strong story compels the listener to feel with the central character—whether that is a
mythological epic hero or the teller herself. And this “feeling with,” or empathy, is one of the
most powerful persuasive tools available.

 Stories are memorable. One major result of clothing ideas and information in narrative is that
it makes them more enduring. Wrapped in the plot sequence, drama, and imagery of a story,
the underlying theme or idea makes a much stronger and more lasting impression than it would
if it were just stated. In fact, many psychologists and neurologists believe that the human brain
is structured in ways that put narrative form at the core of how people manage experience and
information.

Cultural Functions
There are varying opinions about precisely how to define storytelling. But most people interested

in the activity agree on some of its basic functions within every society.
Throughout human history, storytelling has helped individuals understand who they are in

relation to those within their own cultural group and those outside the group. Stories do this by
communicating cultural values, moral and ethical beliefs, and specific knowledge and traditions.
Some narratives, especially religious, folk, and mythological ones, also explain the physical and
spiritual worlds to members of a culture or subgroup.

Among the traditional Pacific Island peoples of Polynesia, the responsibility to preserve and pass
along the society’s customs, mythology, and genealogies was bestowed on priest-bards (poet-singers)
trained in sacred academies. So effective were these keepers of the oral tradition that island
communities widely separated from one another for 2,000-3,000 years managed nonetheless to
maintain very similar technical vocabulary, kinship terms, plant names, and medical preparations.
Some traditional chants and songs were so sacred and important to the complicated rules governing
Polynesian life that even the slightest errors could lead to severe punishment or even a gruesome
death.

Traditional Polynesian narratives illustrated for individuals their relationship to their society and
to all of nature. The creation myths told of the origin of the world and set down the levels of
authority and superiority of Earth, sky, and sea and all else, including man and woman. Genealogies
clarified very precisely each individual’s place in the Polynesian class structure. Other legends
interpreted natural phenomena, while historical accounts—often much “enhanced” by myth—
described the group’s migrations and adventures before they came to their island home, and the
culture’s subsequent growth. Handed down and developed over generations, the vast genealogies,
chants, legends, songs, and spells show a deep reverence for the past.

In the United States, slaves brought from Africa, having no written tradition in the strange new
land, cultivated a rich storytelling tradition. Some of these tales passed into the national
consciousness, often via later written literature. Most Americans have heard tales in some form of the
clever trickster Brer Rabbit—a figure that evolved from earlier African folktales, mixed with
attributes of similar Native American characters. These traditional stories teach how a weak but wily
individual can overcome a more powerful but dim-witted adversary. The character embodies a
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number of valued American traits, including individualism, resourcefulness, and the spirited
toughness of the “little guy.”

In most cultures, stories are one of the main ways children learn about the society they are a part
of. Whether formalized in tribal ritual, conducted in the home as bedtime stories, or performed in
classroom or library reading hours, storytelling offers children many direct and indirect benefits. By
inviting empathy, stories develop a child’s ability to project himself into experiences and events
outside his own background and familiar surroundings. This capacity in turn supports the growth of
social skills and intellectual abilities. Further, the experience of focused listening familiarizes
children with the speech patterns and vocabulary of their culture. In literate societies, children who
have been read aloud to usually learn to read more readily and tend to enjoy reading books more.

Sharing stories as members of an audience fosters and reinforces a sense of belonging and
community. And storytelling is, of course, a source of entertainment and imaginative play for
children and adults. Thus storytelling serves as an end in itself, as well as a vehicle for other social
functions.
Personal Factors

In addition to the cultural benefits of storytelling, there are a number of factors that help explain
the individual’s apparent need to listen to and tell stories.

On a basic level, stories help a person create meaning out of the countless messages, random
sensory stimuli, and general chaos of daily life. Whether or not human beings are “programmed” or
“hard-wired” for narrative, they do order and explain their thoughts, feelings, and experiences by
using the structure and tools of narrative.

As natural storytellers, people choose the details and moments to focus on in describing what
happens to them. Personal stories and anecdotes are arranged logically and sequentially. To make the
telling more vivid, one says such things as “It was like…” and “I felt as if….” These analogies—
images and incidents that correspond to or mirror specific feelings and experiences in some
important way—enhance the connection between storyteller and listener.

Good stories sort out and often resolve a conflict. And conflicts of various kinds and sizes—
unsolved problems, inconsistencies, unanswered questions, psychological turmoil, physical and
emotional clashes, the tension of suspense and the unknown—make up a great deal of human
experience.

Telling one’s own stories provides a way to release some of the tension arising from daily
conflicts, major and minor. The storytelling process can also help sort out and perhaps resolve these
conflicts, alone or with the help of others. It is no coincidence that a long-standing and widely used
psychological practice is known as “talk therapy.” The name clearly attests to the healing power of
personal storytelling.

Listening to others’ stories—whether personal or performed—may prepare a person to
understand and cope with life’s challenges. A story that eloquently portrays common human
experiences and emotions can be very moving. It helps both storyteller and listener connect with one
another.

A person’s sense of belonging to a community is strengthened by stories that preserve the past.
Through such stories, an individual learns both to distinguish himself from others and to relate to
them. Stories of family or cultural heritage convey a sense of the flow and continuity between past,
present, and future. In these ways, stories provide touchstones by which to establish one’s identity
and beliefs, plot one’s own course, and weigh one’s options.

Finally, human beings have an established need for play and entertainment. And, once their basic
requirements are met, people display a desire for aesthetic pleasure—a combination of artistic
enjoyment, mental refreshment, and imaginative exercise that restores the inner self. Skilled
storytelling satisfies these “higher” feelings, for both the storyteller and the audience.


